DOs and DON’Ts of Policy Writing

Patient safety is truly the foundation of any healthcare organization. It is a way of thinking. A way of acting. Really, it’s a vision to do no patient harm. When we think about how documents like policies and procedures guide patient care, our thought process is that, by following them, there will be a positive outcome, eg. patient safety. But in truth, excellent care given is a reflection of a well-written policy or procedure.

Healthcare policies and procedures are molded and shaped by many factors. One is healthcare regulations, like state and federal mandates. Another is evidence-based practices, as we have seen with the patient safety movement. Lastly, there are accreditation standards that impact the content of policies and procedures, such as those set by The Joint Commission. Creating these documents is an art and with any form of art, we know that the expertise doesn’t develop overnight. That being said, here are some key points to consider when creating the tapestries that guide our healthcare providers.

Finding a Thought Expert

Policies and procedures should not be written by those that are not experts on the topic. Consider the organization who asks their compliance officer to single-handedly write policies related to informed consent. Yes, there are some compliance officers with a background in healthcare law, who know about consent and what is required by the State or CMS; for example, they’ll know that only a licensed provider can obtain informed consent. But consider this: do they know...

✓ What the current process in the organization is?
✓ How the informed consent form gets to the physician for use during the process of obtaining consent from the patient?
✓ How the copy finds its way into the chart if consent is obtained in the doctor’s office?
✓ When the nurse witnesses the consent?
✓ How to meet the needs of non-English speaking patients during the consent process?
Whether the interpreter witnesses the consent?

What auditing is done to ensure that the forms are being completed per CMS guidelines?

All of these elements – and more! – need to be incorporated into the policies and procedures for healthcare staff to reference. Is the officer writing your policies equipped to answer these questions?

**One Size Does NOT Fit All**

Policies and procedures should not be written under the assumption that one size fits all! For example, a hospital may have read the requirements for the Joint Commission’s National Patient Safety Goal on Hand Off, and they may have decided that SBAR (Situation Background Assessment and Recommendations), a model that is evidenced-based and commonly used for physician-nurse communication, is the right one to cite in the general policy related to Hand Off in that hospital. However, an area of the hospital may be using a different tool that meets the intent of this safety goal, and precautions need to be taken to make sure that all other policies on Hand Off should cross-reference this department-specific policy.

Too often, a policy committee will sit down anxiously and work on a new policy without first identifying any existing policies on that topic. If there is an ambulatory center or primary clinic under the hospital’s license, those areas are considered another “department”, and the hospital policy committee needs to ensure that those departments’ policies are reviewed as well. A big mistake is to make a generic house-wide policy on Hand Off that ignores what is being done elsewhere. During the survey, the surveyor will surely visit those other areas and find a completely different policy on Hand Off. This is when you’ll get caught for your lack of oversight. But as long as the generic policy acknowledges or reference the department specific policy, and there is some way to link them, then you avoid those “silos”.

**Originality is Underrated**

A common problem in the world of policies and procedures is the existence of a document that is just a copy and paste of the literature source. Policies and procedures should not be merely a page torn out from a textbook! Yet, too often, I see clinics that have guidelines from the same
reference book that just lists all the policies and procedures in order, based on the patient’s condition. In practice, if the patient calls with stomach pains, they look at the guideline that states see pg 125 of reference X. The nurse then looks at pg 125 and sees the protocol to follow for that patient. They would document in the triage record that they used Reference X per protocol and pg 125.

There have been policies that mimic the content from The Joint Commission’s CAMH (Comprehensive Accreditation Manual for Hospital) word for word. Having language from regulatory texts is not the problem - it shows the surveyor reading the document that the organization is aware of the requirement. The difficulty, however, is when the copy and paste text includes so much irrelevant information that it discourages the staff from reading the policy in the first place. It gives the staff incentive to sign off on it without reading it thoroughly. Even worse, there are times when staff has been instructed to carry out a procedure in a way that is standardized to that hospital, but the copy and pasted material utilizes a completely different method. When the surveyor comes, staff is asked about the policy and they state something different from the actual policy.

It is useless to simply ensure that the policies and procedures in your hospital reflect the requirements stated in reference books if they’re not written in a way that’s easy for your front line staff to interpret and apply. In between surveys, hospitals complete the Joint Commission PPR (Periodic Performance Review), which is a self assessment of how they are meeting the standards. Sadly, it is a disservice to the hospital if they score themselves compliant because the policy contains the wording of the requirement but that is not actually how it is done in the organization.

**Standardized Formats**

Time management is a key issue for all staff that cares for patients. Having the policy or procedure easily accessible is great, but can the staff find the information that they are looking for within the document with ease? Policies and procedures should be written using a standardized writing format or style, so that staff members looking up any policy will know what section they
need to go to for the right information. The organization needs to choose a format and stick with it.

There are experts in this field like Stephen Page, who have excellent resources for writing policies and procedures. His format consists of eight parts: Purpose, Persons Affected, Policy, Definitions, Responsibilities, Procedures, Document Approvals and Change History. His books explain what content goes in each of these sections. Having all the policies and procedures in a standardized format also makes them easier to revise. For example, if The Joint Commission changes their standard on Hand Off, and it means a change in nursing practice, that information would be added to the procedure section of the document. The individual revising it would just go to that section versus reading through the document and plugging content in it. Often, there is a lot of narrative text in a procedure that doesn’t flow well and someone may have to fumble with where they are supposed to insert the information. Adding words to a document that guides patient care is not a crap shoot.

Finding the Right Policy Reviewer

Policies and procedures need to be reviewed by a regulatory expert, and preferably someone who has experience in patient safety. One who can also filter for risk/legal issues would also be of benefit. The person writing policies should have experience with and the skills to facilitate policy development, which means ensuring that all the right people review the documents. In addition, this person could wear several hats, such as clinical risk management, regulatory compliance and patient safety. By wearing these hats, this person will be able to map out work flow processes and perform gap analyses based on the requirements. They can read the policy or procedure and determine what is not currently being done by staff and what should be tweaked to make the actual process match the document. If a requirement dictates a complete change in how care is delivered then that will mean communicating the behavior change to the educators for implementation. A likely place to find this individual is in the quality department.
Front Line Staff Involvement

A critical component of policy and procedure writing is front line staff involvement. This can be represented by having a consultant and/or a standing member of a policy and procedure committee during the initial phase of policy and procedure development and the pilot/pre- rollout phase of implementation. The bedside caregiver uses the policies and procedures and knows best in terms of what is current practice. A group of leaders and compliance staff can meet and come up with an “ideal” process, but they need to find out what is really happening on the floor. Involving staff can help avoid the hassle of re-working policies and procedures that were a result of assumptions.

They also are more prone to buying in to the change that comes from a new policy or procedure, if they were allowed to provide feedback and insight in the beginning. After all, it impacts their work flow. We should work with them to intermix what has to be done with how we can best make it happen.

Often the nay-sayers appear whenever there is a change in practice because they feel overlooked in the whole decision-making process. To them, it appears that without warning, they come to work one day, to find that the policy and procedure they use regularly has been changed and they are told it has to be done this way. They see it coming from “higher ups”, and if the change is not realistic or it doesn’t appear that they have considered “x, y, z”, then there will be considerable push back from the nursing staff. These are the situations in which we find that nurses are not “compliant” with carrying out the practices stipulated in the policies, or are not documenting in the records as expected. Later we find out that the policy was rolled out without communicating the impact on the charting piece or the forms. Nurses need to be involved to make this a win-win situation.

In Conclusion

To summarize, many organizations feel they are “compliant” with regulatory requirements because they have a policy or procedure that is appropriately titled after the name of the regulation or standard they represent. Having a policy or procedure titled Hand Hygiene is a starting point, yes. But has the content been written by an Infection Control practitioner? By
someone who is an expert on the subject, and has been on the floors rounding for Infection
Control surveillance? Is the policy written to cover the hospital as well as outpatient areas? Does it
ensure that the content is specific and relevant to those settings? Remember: one shoe size
doesn’t fit them all. Is the policy content a word-for-word version of Mosby’s textbook for nursing
practices? Or does it incorporate how the process is actually practiced in the facility? Is the policy
in a standardized format so that staff can quickly scroll through it to find the information they
need? Has the Hand Hygiene policy for example, been looked over by a patient safety expert who
has that regulatory/legal eye?

After all, this person is key to interpreting the standards. They can decipher what the
standard is really going for, and make sure that – for example – we don’t make our policies and
procedures more stringent than necessary. And at the end of the day, they can translate what the
policy stipulates, aka what needs to happen, into a realistic process. This individual knows the
organization from doing safety rounds on the units and has a close relationship with the staff.

Lastly, look into whether the policy or procedure had been tested on the staff. The patient
outcome is determined by the policy or procedure. Nurses carry out what those documents state.
Engagement and trust are key to a successful rollout. Let them be part of decision making when it
comes to practice. Bring them on board. You are sure to move into a culture of policies and
procedures that makes compliance and getting ready for the next survey, as natural as getting
ready for the next patient.
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